WHY RETURNING TO ROE ISN’T THE ANSWER: A CASE FOR THE ABOLITION OF ABORTION LAWS
Resources Based on the January 25, 2024 event with...

Kimberly Mutcherson, Rutgers Law School

Sara Clarke Kaplan, ARPC at AU

Renee Bracey Sherman, We Testify

Tracy Weitz, CHRS at AU

Plus the DC Abortion Fund

Watch the recording.
What to Read and Listen to

Books
- *Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty* by Dorothy Roberts.
- *Policing the Womb: Invisible Women and the Criminalization of Motherhood* by Michelle Goodwin.
- *The Black Reproductive: Unwaged Labor and Insurgent Motherhood* by Sara Clarke Kaplan.

Articles + Book Chapters
- *After Roe: Race, Reproduction, and Life at the Limit of Law* by Sara Clarke Kaplan.
- *A Dirty South Manifesto (Chapter 4)* by Lamonda Horton-Stallings.

Podcast
- *The A Files: A secret history of abortion*.

Dashboard
- *KFF Abortion Dashboard*.
ORGANIZATIONS TO KNOW

- If/When/How: Lawyering for Reproductive Justice
- The Lawyering Project
- SisterSong Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective
- National Network of Abortion Funds
- We Testify
- Who Not When
- DC Abortion Fund

Image from the National Network of Abortion Funds
WHAT YOU CAN DO NEXT

Volunteer for a practical support network

Donate to DCAF and other abortion fund networks

Amplify the voices of people who have had abortions especially marginalized and POC.

Share your own stories of abortion or of reproductive coercion/control

Avoid endorsing viability as a standard for criminalizing abortion

Engage your state lawmakers and demand that they sponsor legislation to abolish abortion laws federally.

Vote as if your life depends on it.